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Hi Guys, so please tell us about your band...
Well, we are Without Reason, we come from the Beds, Bucks area and are made up of
Louise (Vocals), James (Guitarist, Backing Vocals), Ashley (Bass) and Luke (Drums). We have
been performing for a few years together, gigging furiously in and around the South East
and slowly growing an army of fans who never fail to show their support and love. We have
recently released a single called 'Weakest Defence' for which we are extremely proud of
and are pushing to raise our awareness in the music industry. We are currently signed to
NUB records who are helping us to raise our profile and gain significance in the music
industry, to date this is working well.
Can you name a few influences on your music/style?
Our influences are rock/grunge and include, Foo Fighters, Nirvana, Pearl Jam and Alice in
Chains.
How do you feel about being invited to perform at Hobble on the Cobbles this year?
We first heard about HOTC after our drummer spoke of it, being an Aylesbury boy he
showed a particular love and admiration for the festival, so we listened, persevered and
then were delighted when we were asked to play. We have been building our Aylesbury fan
base for over six months now and are so excited at the opportunity of performing to them
at this festival.
What other bands are you following at the moment?
We are good friends with 'Callow Saints', we show our love and support for them whenever
we can and they supported us at our single launch on 30th May. Other bands we are loving
are 'Detail In Devil', a Brighton based five-piece who rock hard and 'Erica', a fantastic
melody driven three-piece we recently supported in London.
Any embarrassing live moments you can tell us..?
Embarrassing moments, okay, well there was a gig in Birmingham, we were in the semifinals of a huge national competition and I decided to add presence on the stage, I would
jump and land on the drop of one of our songs. I jumped so high I smashed my head on an
air-con unit and fell to the floor dramatically and a lot less gracefully than I had planned, I
carried on like nothing happened. .!
For more information on Without Reason
visit: www.withoutreason.net

